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WHO WE ARE

The Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS),
the official journal of the US National Academy of Sciences,
is an authoritative source of high-impact, original research
that broadly spans the biological, physical, and social sciences.
The journal is published daily online and in weekly issues.
The National Academy of Sciences is an honorific society
comprising approximately 2,250 members and nearly
440 foreign associates, of whom approximately 200 are
Nobel laureates. New members are elected annually in
recognition of their distinguished research achievements,
and election is considered one of the highest honors that
can be accorded a scientist or engineer. All papers published
in PNAS have the seal of approval of an Academy member.
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EASILY BROWSE THE LATEST PORTALS:
HIGH-PROFILE PNAS CONTENT IN SPECIFIC AREAS
PNAS portal sites contain a wealth of information: research articles,
Front Matter content, Commentaries, Perspectives, Letters, Special Features,
Science Sessions podcasts, and additional topical resources and RSS feeds.
Access all PNAS portals at www.pnas.org/site/misc/pnas_portals.xhtml.

ARTICLE AND JOURNAL METRICS
Many metrics, largely citation-based, exist or are being developed to

PORTALS:
CLASSICS
FRONT MATTER
TEACHING RESOURCES
ANTHROPOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
SUSTAINABILITY
SCIENCE

measure the impact of journals and journal articles. Article-level metrics
data and article downloads are available for all PNAS articles.
Article-level metrics measure the reach and impact of an article by tracking
the mentions it receives online. The data can be found in a tab near the top
of each article. Clicking on the tab will reveal a summary of mentions of the
article across news sites, blogs, social media, and other online sources—which
are visualized in a colorful icon, or “badge.” The number in the middle of the
badge is the Altmetric score, which is based on the volume, type, and author
of the mentions. Article downloads by month and by article format appear
below. Users can click on the badge or “See more details” to explore the individual
mentions from each source in detail. For more information about PNAS article and
journal-level metrics, visit www.pnas.org/site/aboutpnas/metrics.xhtml.

SIGN UP FOR PNAS EMAIL ALERTS
Sign up for PNAS Alerts to receive electronic Tables of Contents (eTOCs); RSS feeds by
classification or by article type; CiteTrack alerts on specific topics, authors, or articles;
or notices when PNAS podcasts and other nonresearch content publish online.
Visit www.pnas.org/pnasalerts.
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER www.twitter.com/PNASNews
FIND US ON FACEBOOK www.facebook.com/PNASNews
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PNAS ONLINE
PNAS Online is the version of record and receives more than 50 million hits
per month, and all articles are available free online after 6 months. PNAS is
abstracted and/or indexed in, for example: CABI, Chemical Abstracts Service,
EBSCOhost, Elsevier Scopus, Gale, H. W. Wilson, Index Medicus, Journal Watch,
JSTOR, OCLC, Ovid, ProQuest, Psychological Abstracts, PubMed, PubMed
Central, SCI, and Clarivate Analytics BIOSIS and Current Contents.
PNAS OFFERS FREE ACCESS TO:
• PNAS Front Matter content
• PNAS Journal Club blog
• Online-only supporting information (SI)
• Summaries of the latest papers in Highlights from Latest Articles
• Email alerts: daily or weekly Latest Articles, tables of content (eTOCs)
and PNAS announcements
• Custom CiteTrack research profile alerting
• Back issues free 6 months after issue publication, dating back to 1915
• Cover image gallery
• Science Sessions, the PNAS podcast program
PNAS ALSO INCLUDES THESE FEATURES:
• Interjournal linking from an article in PNAS to the free full text of a
cited reference
• Cross-journal searching across multiple journals
• Viewable references coordinated to MEDLINE abstracts
• References downloadable to citation managers
• Special collections of papers at a glance: Colloquia, Commentaries,
Editorials, Inaugural Articles, Perspectives, Profiles, QnAs, Reviews, and
Special Features
• Improved readability through new formatting, better positioning of
content, and more accessible links
• Ability to purchase access to a single article ($10)

Like the PNAS page on Facebook, www.facebook.com/PNASNews.
Follow @PNASNews on Twitter.
Receive RSS feeds by article type, classification, current issue, three mostrecent issues, Latest Articles, most-frequently read articles, most-frequently
cited articles, podcasts, and PNAS media selections.
Sign up for PNAS alerts at www.pnas.org/site/misc/PNASalerts.xhtml.
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FOR AUTHORS
DIRECT SUBMISSION
PNAS is one of the most highly cited multidisciplinary science journals, with
an impact factor of 9.7 and an Eigenfactor of 1.2 for 2016. Direct Submission
is the primary and preferred route for publication in PNAS.
When you choose Direct Submission, the PNAS Editorial Office oversees
the review process and you can
• streamline the process by uploading a single combined manuscript
PDF file at initial submission;
• submit directly to PNAS online at www.pnascentral.org without needing
an Academy member to sponsor your paper;
• track your manuscript’s progress online;
• receive a first decision in an average of 21 days; and
• have your paper published online in as few as 4–5 weeks after acceptance.
OPEN ACCESS
Choose open access and make your PNAS article freely available immediately
upon publication.
• 34% of authors choose open access
• Authors at an institution with an active site license pay a discounted price
to make their papers immediately free online
PNAS PLUS
You can publish a research article with:
• An expanded 10-page limit
• A Significance Statement that publishes in a collection for each issue

95%
Submissions are
welcomed from
researchers all
over the world.

of submitted
papers are Direct
Submissions.

PNAS is committed to
transparency in its
editorial review process.
See www.pnas.org/site/
authors/authorfaq.xhtml.

All articles are
evaluated solely
on their scientific
merit by peers—
not by staff editors.
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EDITORIAL BOARD

PNAS IN THE NEWS

All papers in PNAS are evaluated by an

The PNAS Media and Communications Office

editorial board of expert Academy members

provides:

in one of the following disciplines:

• 	This Week in PNAS summaries of articles with
broad scientific appeal

Animal, Nutritional, and Applied Microbial
Sciences
Anthropology
Applied Physical Sciences
Applied Mathematical Sciences
Astronomy
Biochemistry
Biophysics and Computational Biology
Cellular and Developmental Biology
Cellular and Molecular Neuroscience
Chemistry
Computer and Information Sciences
Economic Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Environmental Sciences and Ecology
Evolutionary Biology
Genetics
Geology
Geophysics
Human Environmental Sciences
Immunology and Inflammation
Mathematics
Medical Genetics, Hematology, and Oncology
Medical Physiology and Metabolism
Microbial Biology
Physics
Physiology and Pharmacology
Plant Biology
Plant, Soil, and Microbial Sciences
Psychological and Cognitive Sciences
Social and Political Sciences
Sustainability Science
Systems Biology
Systems Neuroscience
For a complete list of Editorial Board
members, visit:
www.pnas.org/misc/masthead.xhtml.
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• 	Eye-catching images from newly published PNAS
research
• 	Weekly Tipsheets alerting media to upcoming
PNAS research papers
• 24-hour electronic access to advance copies of
PNAS articles for the media through
www.EurekAlert.org
• 	Notifications about PNAS research to the
authors’ institutional media officers
PNAS FRONT MATTER
Check out the expanded front section of PNAS
written at a level for general discussion, tackling
the stories of science from new perspectives. Free
content includes Opinion pieces, News Features,
explorations of the intersection of Science and
Culture, a look at the Inner Workings of researchers,
Core Concepts primers, timely podcasts interviews,
and the PNAS Journal Club blog. Also available
are Profiles, QnAs, Retrospectives, and more.
Visit the expanded front section of PNAS at
frontmatter.pnas.org.
COZZARELLI PRIZE
Each year, PNAS selects six outstanding articles
to receive the Cozzarelli Prize in recognition of
their scientific excellence and originality. Winners
are selected from the research articles published
in PNAS throughout the year and represent
exceptional contributions to the six broadly
defined classes under which the National Academy
of Sciences is organized. Podcasts and video
presentations with past winners are available at
www.pnas.org/site/misc/cozzarelliprize.xhtml.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
WORLDWIDE SUBSCRIPTIONS

PROFESSIONAL BREAKDOWN OF SUBSCRIBERS

The Americas

47%

Ph.D. & Research Universities

77%

Asia Pacific

30%

Undergraduate & Master’s Universities

16%

Europe

22%

Corporations

6%

Nonresearch Institutions

1%

Rest of World

1%

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
PNAS provides free and immediate access to content in over 115 countries
worldwide. PNAS is committed to providing broad access to current scientific
research across many fields and to fostering globalization of research tools
and advances. To further our commitment to the global and affordable
dissemination of scientific content, PNAS participates in Research4Life
(which includes HINARI, AGORA, OARE, and ARDI), eJDS, and EIFL.
PNAS SUBSCRIPTION CUSTOMER SERVICE
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
Subscriber Services
PO Box 465, Hanover, PA 17331
Phone: 717-632-3535
Fax: 717-633-8920
pnas.subs@sheridan.com
2018 SUBSCRIPTION PRICING*
Tier 1		

$525

Tier 2		

$1,605

Tier 3		

$3,000

Tier 4		

$3,935

Tier 5		

$5,310

Tier 6		

$8,880

Individuals		

$235

* For details, visit: www.pnas.org/site/
subscriptions/rates.xhtml.
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For more information, please contact:
PNAS
500 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: 202-334-2679
Fax: 202-334-2739
Email: pnas@nas.edu
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